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My Goals for this Unit:  With this introductory unit for 7th grade Life Science, my intention is 
to set the stage and build the foundation for meeting my overarching goals for the school year: 

1. To use the learning activities that we do in science class as an opportunity to develop and 
apply reading and writing skills within a meaningful context. 

2. To inspire a lifelong interest in science through active engagement in hands-on learning  
activities and interesting field experiences that take science learning beyond the textbook 
and outside of the classroom. 

How the Summer 2009 NSF Fellows Institute Helped with Achieving My Goals:  The quality 
of the various presentations and learning activities at the Fellows Institute helped me to deepen 
my personal “big picture” understanding of the topic of water quality and to increase my level of 
confidence in my ability to do “chemistry stuff” – as an elementary teacher, my own level of 
science expertise is often a limiting factor in my efforts to provide interesting experiences for my 
students.  I also learned a lot from the other participants at the Institute, the majority of whom are 
college science teachers.  The most beneficial outcome of the Institute for me was meeting Dr. 
Wren Walker Robbins who is the director of the Secondary Science Teacher Education program 
at Turtle Mountain Community College (TMCC), which is only a few miles away from Dunseith 
where I teach – we decided to collaborate on a combined water quality unit that would benefit 
both her science education students and my seventh grade students. 

How the Mini-Grant Helped with Achieving My Goals:  The resources that we were able to 
purchase with the combined funds of Dr. Wren Walker Robbins and myself provided both 
content for applied reading and writing skills and materials for hands-on lab and field activities 
that focused on the meaningful real-world issue of water quality. 

How My Collaboration with Dr. Wren Walker Robbins Helped with Achieving My Goals:  
From my perspective, there were two huge benefits to this collaboration: 

• It brought helpful science expertise into my classroom when it was most needed, which made it 
easier for me to incorporate these new water quality activities into my existing curriculum.   

o With the TMCC pre-service teachers, I cast them in the role of guest experts who were 
taking lots of college science classes and knew more about the right way to use 
microscopes and handle chemicals than I did.  My seventh graders responded well to 
having “experts” joining us for our activities – it seemed to make our ecology unit more 
of a “Big Deal.”  The students were very engaged in the learning activities and seemed to 
be enjoying themselves in a serious-about-science kind of way. 

o I also appreciated having Dr. Robbins’ expertise to rely on as I was trying to understand 
the specific water quality parameters and testing procedures.  We coordinated most of our 
activities via email and Dr. Robbins was able to join us in the classroom one afternoon. 

• Our arrangement enables a level of active science learning that I know I couldn’t possibly pull off 
if I were the only teacher in the classroom/field – especially this early in the school year when the 
majority of my students are still quite immature and many of them are still struggling with my 
high expectations for self-control and self-motivation.  This is truly a WIN/WIN for all of us 



because the additional support is creating a learning environment where all are successful – 
students and teachers – and we’re all learning together! 

Unit Timeline: 

August 19-21 
• Focus:  Introduce expectations for 7th grade science / Science Safety chapter in textbook 
• Language Arts skills:  “How I Feel about Science” 1.4 paragraph / Safety T-Notes 

August 24-28 
• Focus:  Science Safety T-Notes and assessment / Preview “The Interdependence of 

Living Things” (chapter 18 in our Life Science textbook) 
• Language Arts skills:  Identify the main idea and important details in expository text 
• Active Learning:  Magnifying glass activity – Pond Water / Intro “Learning Log” entries 

August 31 – September 4 
• Focus:  Interdependence – Section 1:  “Everything Is Connected” 
• Language Arts skills:  Intro “SQ3R” strategy (Survey, Question, Read, Recite, Review) 
• Active Learning / TMCC Students:  Microscope activity – Pond Water / Learning Log 

September 8-11 
• Focus:  Interdependence:  “Everything Is Connected” / EcoEd field trip to Peace Garden 
• Language Arts skills:  Listen to EcoEd speakers / Identify main ideas & details / T-Notes 
• Active Learning / TMCC Students:  Microscope activity – Pond Water / Insects / Slides 

September 14-18 
• Focus:  Interdependence:  Organism / Population / Community / Ecosystem / Biosphere 
• Language Arts skills:  “My Two Favorite Centers at the EcoEd Field Trip” 2.6 paragraph 
• Active Learning/TMCC Students:  Schoolyard ecosystem / Digital pics / Intro field notes 

September 21-25 
• Focus:  Interdependence:  “Everything Is Connected” / “We Are All Related” 
• Language Arts skills:  “Message to Humans from Mother Earth” creative essay 
• Active Learning/TMCC Students:  Schoolyard ecosystem – Native American perspective 

September 28 – October 2 
• Focus: Interdependence – Section 2: “Living Things Need Energy” / Importance of water 
• Language Arts skills: Energy T-Notes / Develop “Water” concept map – Prior knowledge 
• Active Learning/TMCC Students:  Begin adding water quality info to concept maps 

October 5-9 
• Focus: Interdependence: “Living Things Need Energy” / Water background information 
• Language Arts skills:  Highlight main ideas & important details in water quality handouts 
• Active Learning:  Nitrates lab / Accurate and legible entries in water quality notebooks 

October 13-16 
• Focus:  Water quality parameters – Background information / Testing procedures 
• Language Arts skills:  Highlight main ideas & important details in water quality handouts 



• Active Learning/TMCC Students:  Dissolved oxygen & Carbon dioxide lab activities 

October 19-21 
• Focus:  Water quality parameters – Background information / Field sampling procedures 
• Language Arts skills:  Work cooperatively with partners to expand “Water” concept maps 
• Active Learning:  Water quality field trip to Pelican Lake / Collect samples / Field notes 

October 26-30 
• Focus:  Water quality parameters – Safe & accurate testing procedures 
• Language Arts skills:  Importance of reading comprehension to real-life applications – 

Reading directions carefully and understanding the procedures in order to perform the 
various water quality tests in a safe and scientifically accurate manner / Accurate notes 

• Active Learning:  Water quality testing – Dissolved oxygen, Carbon dioxide, Nitrates, 
Phosphates, Temperature/pH meter, EC/TDS meter, Hardness, Acidity, Alkalinity 

November 2-5 
• Focus: Interdependence – Why is water quality important to living things? 
• Language Arts skills:  “The Three Most Important Things that I’ve Learned about Water” 

5-paragraph essay / Using a rubric to evaluate the first draft and make improvements 
• Active Learning: Develop a class rubric with criteria for a high-quality 5-paragraph essay 

& Work with partners to revise “Water” essays 

 

Opportunities for Extending Our Collaboration:  I plan to revisit and extend this water 
quality study in the spring within a unit on environmental problems and solutions, but right now 
we are turning our attention to Science Fair projects.  I would like to continue this collaboration 
with Dr. Robbins and the TMCC pre-service teachers as my 7th grade students learn about the 
scientific method and the research process.  I also have other TMCC science students (not 
connected with the teacher education program) who will be assisting my students with their 
science projects through an arrangement with Dr. Scott Hanson from TMCC.  The regional 
Native American Science Fair will be held at TMCC and my students who choose to participate 
in the competition will be visiting the college in December.  I also intend to arrange a field trip to 
TMCC in the spring so that all of my seventh graders can have the opportunity to see all of the 
“cool science stuff” that’s available in college.  By developing this strong connection between 
my young students and our local tribal college, my hope is that my 7th graders will begin to see 
themselves as “college-bound” and will be inspired to work hard at getting a good education, 
starting today! 

 


